Motion

Whereas, restricted electives are an anachronism left over from the days when EKU required military science; and

Whereas, the 2001-2003 catalog does not specify a university requirement for any particular number of restricted elective hours (see page 38); and

Whereas, the number of hours of restricted electives currently required in individual EKU degree programs varies from 0 to 4; and

Whereas, there is general confusion and lack of information across the campus regarding restrictive electives;

Therefore, it is moved as follows:

1. That all university requirements pertaining to restricted electives be eliminated;

2. That all degree programs be notified that restricted electives no longer exist;

3. That, until such time as individual degree programs officially modify their curricula, all hours shown for restricted electives be revised to be shown as free electives; and

4. That all programs be encouraged to retain at least as many hours of free electives as their current total of free electives plus restricted electives.